
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Music Video: Bear Witness – Liquid Diamond 

 
Birmingham-based Alternative Rock band Bear Witness are pleased to announce the release 
of their music video for the single ‘Liquid Diamond’ from their debut EP ‘Dreams of Fame’. 
Both video and single were released on May 27th. ‘Liquid Diamond’ features a crowd 
pleasing blend of strong vocals and powerful melodies, taking inspiration from bands such 
as Kings Of Leon, Nothing But Thieves and The Killers. 
 
The music video was produced and directed by Jacobe Lando and features the use of neon 
bathed shots of the band over an underlying motorway timelapse. Captured during an 8 
hour drive through the night to travel the entirety of a deserted M25 (an activity that was 
immensely tiring but resulted in being quite rewarding) the timelapse was colour corrected 



to create the illusion of flying through a galactic landscape at high speeds. The footage was 
then layered behind shots of the band to produce the effect of space age lights shooting out 
of and ricocheting between the instruments and members.  
 
Bear Witness was born out of two brothers, Matt (Vocals and Guitar) and Alex Georgiou 
(Drums) in 2014 when they decided to form a group focused solely on emotive songwriting 
and expression. The band had an unavoidable hiatus due to university commitments in 
2016 but after recruiting Liam Mead, bassist, in December 2017; returned with their first 
professional EP ‘Dreams of Fame’ on February 28th. Their debut single ‘Dreams of Fame’ 
was released on 17/12/2017 and received an incredible response, being queued for airplay 
on BBC Radio 6 Music – Steve Lamacq and added to over 50 Spotify playlists within the 
month. Most notably ‘The January Chorus’ and ‘2017 Chorus’ by Get To The Chorus, a 
channel with over 1000 followers.  
 
The ‘Dreams of Fame’ EP was produced, mixed and mastered by Gareth Rodgers. The 6-
track EP presented a showcase of Bear Witness’catchy and impressive melodies. Lyrically, 
the band explored relatable narratives that harnessed the listener’s emotions based on 
love, frustration and our place in modern society. 
 
The ‘Liquid Diamond’ video and single was released on 27.05.2018 and is available on all 
major platforms. The band is playing at LumStock in Selly Oak on June 6th and The Sunflower 
Lounge Supporting Idle Noise on June 23rd to promote the release. 
 
YouTube Pre-release link: https://youtu.be/0pPGgFjHK9s 
Liquid Diamond Spotify Link: https://open.spotify.com/track/4pLHBRKNRicf4nveSuEgJU 
Liquid Diamond Streaming Link: https://soundcloud.com/bearwitnessband/liquid-diamond-
2/s-IujrS 
EP Spotify Link: https://open.spotify.com/track/1W1TD8Mfur0en8EYuYKBJT 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BearWitnessBand/ 
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bearwitnessband/ 
Twitter: https://twitter.com/bear_witness_ 
Website: https://www.bearwitnessband.co.uk/ 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCOo1P9oO4funvG2rY6p9byA 
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